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This is a true story of a North Carolina boy's desire to help others after the devastation of

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina in 2005. This 32-page picture book is perfect for young readers and

relays a positive example of leadership and the giving nature of a child. Beautifully illustrated, each

page abounds in color and vibrancy! Enjoy Camden's adventure through his eyes and those of his

classmates, and then through the eyes of those helped by his generousity. It is a reminder that

helping others is only one idea away from a reality!
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This is a true story of a North Carolina boy's desire to help others after the devastation of

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina in 2005. This 32-page picture book is perfect for young readers and

relays a positive example of leadership and the giving nature of a child. Beautifully illustrated, each

page abounds in color and vibrancy! Enjoy Camden's adventure through his eyes and those of his

classmates, and then through the eyes of those helped by his generousity. It is a reminder that

helping others is only one idea away from a reality!

This is a great read-a-long book for any family. The lessons in it are many. From leadership to

caring to acting and planning, your kids will get the message whether they read it themselves or you

read it with them. (I recommend reading it with them. Its fun!)Plus the illustrations are colorful and

perfect for young minds. It even comes with a "Plan of Action" list in the back in case your child says

"I want to help someone."



This is a great book for parents and teachers who want to show their children that one person can

make difference-no matter what the age. This young boy saw a need in people far from where he

lived and discovered a way to reach out to them. It's a must for every classroom and family. At the

end of the story, there are steps for children to use to "Imagine If" they, too, can make a difference

in the lives of others.

IMAGINE IF.... Our church finished a week of Vacation Bible School at the end of June. Several of

the daily lessons were be thankful and help others. IMAGINE IF teaches both lessons in such

practical ways. It also shows children how a small idea can make such a BIG difference in lives of

others. Great family and one on one reading.

Being the grandmother of twelve, I think this book should be in every families library. It lets children

of any age know that if they can think it, they can do it and make a difference. It teaches them to be

thoughtful of others and it's okay to help even if you are just one person.

What a great story to share with our children. It helps teach them that anyone can make a difference

and help someone in need no matter how great or small. This is a great book for the whole family

with a message that delivers! Check it out!
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